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Explanatory Note

In october 2020, the General Assembly of the Organization of American States
(OAS) approved the Inter-American Model Law 2.0 on Access to Public Information, as a renewed effort of the Organization to strengthen transparency and
accountability, public trust in democratic institutions, and citizen empowerment –all of them key elements for the development of a democratic society.
As and additional resource for Member States, the Model Law 2.0 has been
enhanced with an Inter-American Model Law on Document Management
and its corresponding Application Guide, prepared not in the context of the
consultation process, but in tandem by expert consultants. While these two
instruments are not a part of the provisions of the Model Law 2.0 itself, they
were nonetheless approved as addenda thereto, in order to provide a tool
that responds to the needs of the Member States in a comprehensive manner,
strengthening their efforts in the adoption or reform of legislation that guarantees access to public information, using these new standards as a reference.
Therefore, this Application Guide must be studied together with the Inter-American Model Law on Document Management, both of which were prepared with
invaluable support and technical advice from the Red de Transparencia y Acceso
a la Información (Transparency and Access to Information Network - RTA) and
the Government of Spain’s Subdirección General de los Archivos Estatales del
Ministerio de Cultura y Deporte (Sub-Directorate General of the State Archives
of the Ministry of Culture and Sports), within the framework of the European
Union Cooperation Program with Latin America EUROsociAL +.
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Definition of a document management policy
A document management policy is a declaration of intent adopted by the whole institution as a strategic pillar that sets out the
main areas of activity, processes, responsibilities, and objectives
in the area of document and archive management.
According to the main technical and regulatory references in
archival matters, it is considered good practice for institutions to
establish, maintain, document, and promulgate their own document management policy that defines documentary procedures
and practices to ensure that the institution’s information needs are
covered and has the added benefit of facilitating accountability
to stakeholders.
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1.1 Documents and files
Definition of document
A document is defined as any information created, received,
and kept as evidence, testimony, and an asset by an institution
in the course of its activities or by virtue of its legal obligations,
regardless of medium or technology platform.
The term “document” is always understood to be synonymous
with “archive document”; that is, the material evidence of a deed
or act carried out by physical or legal persons, whether public or
private, in the exercise of their functions, with certain material
and formal characteristics.

Definition of archive service
The archive service is the area responsible for document management, retention, and administration functions.

Description of the good practice
Initiatives in relation to transparency and access to public information depend to a large extent on the quality, reliability, and
accessibility of the public archives with custody of that information.
If the archives are not probably organized and well managed,
it will be very complicated to confirm the authenticity and integrity of public information or meet the established deadlines
for responding to the public and management. However, when
there are adequate archive management controls in place, with
effective standards and procedures, both members of the public
and public officials can trust not only in the reliability of the data
extracted from the archives, but also in the existence of a complete
documentary record of the activities of public administrations.

10
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The public administration generates and receives a considerable
amount of documentation as a result of the necessary activities
to fulfill its purposes and as a record of those activities. Such documents are not only important for the institution internally, but
also have an external dimension in that they guarantee rights and
duties for the administration as well as private citizens, and may
be subject to control and verification, as well as be used to audit
the administration’s activities.
Public administrations generate a documentary heritage that is
an essential part of the collective historical memory. At the same
time, it is also constantly providing information on the powers
of the public administration, which means that special attention
should be given to processing, custody, and distribution of public
documents, particularly in a context of transparency and access
to information.
Documents contain information that constitutes a valuable resource and important asset for the institution.
Most of activities of public administrations that were once based
on paper documents and files have been either partially or completely automated. As administrations migrate to an on-line environment, electronic documents, files, and archives will become
the basis for:
•
•
•
•

Managing resources
Serving the public
Measuring progress and results
Protecting the rights and duties of all persons and of the
administration itself.

Recommendations
1. Adopting standardized document management criteria is essential for the administration and society in general, as it allows
documents to be protected and preserved as proof and evidence
of their functions and activities.
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2. Standardizing document management policy and procedures
ensures:
a. Proper attention to and protection of documents;
b. That their probative value and information they contain
can be efficiently and more-effectively preserved and recovered through the use of standardized practices and processes
based on good practice.
3. Streamlining documentation through its various phases ensures
effective and adequate management by integrating processing
strategies for documents—whether in conventional or electronic
media—in an institution’s overall management.

1.2 Implementing a document
management policy
Definition of a document management policy
A document management policy is a declaration of intent adopted by the whole institution as a strategic pillar that sets out the
main areas of activity, processes, responsibilities, and objectives
in the area of document and archive management.

The successful implementation of a document management
policy in any institution yields a series of benefits:
• It helps the institution to fulfill its objectives more effectively and with a high degree of efficiency thanks to
the definition of a set of documents, applications, and
management processes adequate to the institution’s
needs and objectives.
• It ensures transparency and traceability in decision-making within the institution and recognizes the responsibility of management and other members of the
institution, as well as their capacity for good governance.
• It enables the institution as a whole to operate effectively
by optimizing its activities and protecting its interests
and the rights of current and future stakeholders.
• Activities are carried out in accordance with the legal,
regulatory, technical, and accountability requirements
that apply to the institution.
Recommendations
1. The institution’s senior management should visibly and
proactively support the implementation and maintenance of a
document management policy and include it as an indispensable resource for achieving the institution’s strategic objectives.
2. The document management policy should be designed taking
account of the following elements:

Description of the good practice
The scope of a document management policy, insofar as the
institution’s creation and control of documents are concerned,
should include high-level strategies capable of supporting all
the functions and activities that the institution performs, as well
as protecting the integrity of documents for as long as necessary.

12
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a. It should be aligned with the institution’s basic purpose
and facilitate the achievement of its objectives.
b. It should include commitments to satisfy requirements
and continuous improvement.
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c. It should be disseminated throughout the institution
and be available to all personnel involved in the creation,
maintenance, and use of documents.
3. The document management policy should be supported by a
package of documents that includes the procedures, guidelines,
models, and other documents that make up the institution’s
document and archive management system.
4. The institution should facilitate and encourage training and
instruction for its personnel responsible for the creation and
maintenance of documents, in keeping with the guidelines and
procedures contained in the document management policy.
5. It is suggested that the document management policy include
the following:
a. It should be founded on a preliminary analysis of how the
institution actually functions, with document management
procedures designed accordingly.
b. It should be as consistent as possible with the applicable
standards on document and archive management at both
national and international levels.

14

1.3 Appointment of an authority to lead
the management policy
Definition of leadership
Leadership is the set of management or executive skills by which
an individual can influence a particular group of persons and
make them work enthusiastically as a team to meet goals and
objectives. It is also understood as the capacity to take the initiative, manage, rally, promote, incentivize, motivate, and evaluate
a group or team.

Description of the good practice
Establish a unit or agency in the administration, institution or organization to develop and lead the document management policy.
This will make it possible to ensure that document management
decisions, measures, and activities are established in accordance
to law and properly documented. The authority designated to lead
the document management policy, depending on the context
where it is implemented, may be an archive management unit, a
national records office, regional or local agencies, etc.

c. It should be presented using systems that facilitate its
comprehension (relying on plain language, as opposed to
technical jargon, and simple explanatory graphics, instead
of complex diagrams).

The International Council on Archives encourages national or
regional archives to play a key role in supporting document management in public administrations.

d. Concrete objectives should be specified to gauge progress in implementation of the document management
policy.

Recommendations

Organization of American States

1. An executive will first be assigned chief responsibility in the
area of document management with a view to the allocation
of the necessary resources, supervision of the various stages of
implementation, and relevant activities planning.
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2. The senior management of the institution should appoint a
specific management representative who, aside from their other
responsibilities, should:
a. Ensure that the document management policy and
system are established, implemented, and maintained in
accordance with the necessary requirements;
b. Be committed to communicating and raising awareness
about the document management policy and archival processing throughout the institution;
c. Be committed to ensuring the sufficiency of technical,
material, and human resources;
d. Be responsible for ensuring that the roles and responsibilities set out in the document management policy and
system are correctly assigned and documented and that
the staff who perform those duties have the appropriate
competencies and receive the necessary training.
3. As an option, senior management may appoint a representative for document management and archives at the operational
level, should the size and complexity of the institution and its
document management processes make that appropriate.

1.4 Document management processes
Definition of process
A process is a linked sequence of activities that produce an added
value to meet the needs of another person or unit, whether inside
or outside the institution.

16
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Description of the good practice
According to the leading technical and regulatory models for
managing organizations and archives, it is regarded as a good practice for institutions to standardize and document their working
processes in order to facilitate completion of tasks, objectives, and
activities, thereby homogenizing all actions, facilitating continuous
improvement of processes, and supporting continuing education
for the institution’s personnel.
By analyzing processes, institutions can identify the creation, incorporation, and control of those documents that they handle in the
course of their various procedures. It also provides the necessary
basis for determining the following:
• Identification of all the documents needed to document a
particular function or activity performed in the institution.
• Development of functional classification charts to identify,
organize, and locate documents.
• The continuity of links between documents and their
context within the institution.
• Establishing guidelines or rules for identifying and managing the institution’s documents over time.
• Identifying the owners of and responsibilities for documents over time.
• Setting appropriate time frames for the retention or elimination of documents by the institution, in accordance
with its functions and activities.
• Analyzing risk management and defining an information
security and control policy in the context of the institution’s document management system.
That analysis of processes should crystallize into the standardization of its procedures, which will help boost effectiveness and
efficiency in the institution’s day-to-day running by allowing the
corporate strategy to be deployed based on a clear and precise
identification of all its activities and responsibilities.
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Standardizing procedures also depends on all the institution’s
personnel working together as a team, which makes it possible
to incorporate the key element of participatory management and
training as one of the main continuous improvement objectives.
The systematic operation that comes from standardizing procedures in an institution offers a number of advantages:
• It allows expected outcomes in an institution to be predicted.
• It ensures that operations are conducted homogeneously
throughout the institution, following the same guidelines,
and that they are uniformly documented.
• It facilitates assignment and identification of responsibilities.
• It facilitates communication and relations among the
institution’s members.
Recommendations
1. Documenting procedures continues to be the tool most used
for meeting the requirements set down in international quality
standards, and the same thing is true for the institutions’ management standards based on their documents. Hence, documenting
procedures and standardizing them are pivotal in quality assurance
and document management.

b. Who is responsible for each procedure and who participates in it?
c. How specifically does the institution perform the various
activities that go into the procedure?
3. Once those elements have been identified it is advisable to
consider creating a package of documents that reflects everything
that has been identified. To adequately document standardized
procedures within an institution, a management tool known
as a process map can be developed. A process map is not the
hierarchical organizational chart of an institution, but functional
flowchart of the business activities that the institution carries out
in order to deliver added value to its users.
4. If the standardization of procedures in any institution is to
achieve the desired result, it must be accompanied by a firm and
resolute strategy to encourage education of the institution’s staff
in the areas of quality assurance and continuous improvement,
stimulating buy-in, continuing education, and teamwork by everyone in the institution.

2. Before documenting anything, in order to ensure that procedures are standardized in the most suitable way possible, the
following elements must first be identified:
a. What procedures does the institution carry out? What are
the objectives of each procedure? Who benefits from those
procedures (otherwise known as users)? What added value
does the institution offer with that procedure?

18
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Definition of intellectual control
Intellectual control is the set of operational processes for document management that serve to address the intellectual needs
of an institution’s users in the area of document management,
the added value of which becomes a fundamental resource for
managing all the other institution’s documentary or management processes.
This section examines good practices related to archive management processes whose purpose is to maintain effective intellectual
control of documents kept in the archives and to have appropriate representations of those documents, so that the information
contained in the fonds can be effectively managed.
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2.1 Archive analysis
Definition of analysis
Analysis is the set of preliminary management activities that
are used to analyze the actions performed in an institution and
to map the full extent of the types of documents being handled.
Analyzing any organization’s organizational and functional
structure reveals the way in which the documents handled by
that organization are managed.

Description of the good practice
According to the main technical and regulatory references in
archival matters, it is considered good practice for institutions to
analyze their objectives and strategies, legal framework, structure,
risk factors, and all the activities they carry out, together with the
documentation that they have produced and continue to produce
in connection with those activities, so as to garner as much knowledge as possible about the institution, its competencies, and all
the changes that it has undergone over time, in order to establish
on that basis a document management system that addresses all
its expectations and realities.
An analysis is an intellectual activity that consists of conducting
a thorough investigation of the document producer— i.e., the
institution—and the different types of documents that it handles.
Therefore, it is considered that the analysis must be done before
the document and archive management system is implemented
and be based on the following information that must be gathered:
• The institution’s past and current objectives and strategies.
• The institution’s past and present hierarchical structure.
• The legal, economic, or political framework that affects
or has affected how the institution functions.

22
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• The institution’s past and present critical factors or weaknesses.
• The institution’s past and present functions, activities,
and operations.
• The institution’s past and present business flows and
processes.
• Types of documents previously and currently handled by
the institution in connection with its process flows
• The document management system or systems previously and currently used by the institution.
A thorough analysis of this nature will yield a comprehensive
knowledge of the institution’s requirements and needs. That
knowledge is known as the organization of the fonds and offers
a comprehensive overview of the institution’s fonds. That system
of organization can be used to design basic tools in the various
document management processes (classification charts, document appraisal or retention tables, document disposition, series
organization, etc.).
Recommendations
1. The first step before any other in effectively implementing a
document management policy is analysis, since that will make
it possible to ensure that the management system ultimately
designed and implemented is tailored to the structure and needs
identified.
2. Information gathering should be systematic and encompass
different sources, including analysis of regulatory documentation,
analysis of documentation produced by the institution itself, interviews with the institution’s staff, etc. The greater the number of
information sources, the greater the knowledge of the institution.
3. It is advisable to systematize all the administrative categories
that support the institution’s structure, as well as functional categories, as that will reflect the entire institution from a document

Application Guide for the Inter-American Model Law on Document Management
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perspective. This systematization is known as the principle of
origin and allows all the documentation of an institution to be
organized in the most effective way possible, thus avoiding
mixing documents from different categories as well as their
decontextualization.
4. It is recommended that the analysis be done starting with
various fundamental—not necessary consecutive—elements:
a. Analysis of the organization. This consists of examining
the institution that handles the documents. To carry it out,
the most advisable thing is to gather all the legislation in
force and extract it according to a uniform approach. The
legislation will provide information about the organizational
structure and basic functions, as well as their evolution over
time. This organic analysis can also be completed with an
examination of documents and staff interviews; however, it
is better to use such sources for analyzing other elements.
b. Analysis of functions. This consists of examining an institution’s functions, activities, and processes. The compilation
of the legal framework yields information about the institution’s basic functions, which will need to be supplemented
with information on each function’s lower tiers (activities,
processes, actions). Those procedures will not appear in
the legal framework but they can be examined through
document analysis and staff interviews.
c. Document analysis. This consists of examining an institution’s different document types and series. Once the
information has been extracted from the organizational
and functional analysis, it will be necessary to verify how
it is reflected in the institution’s documents. Therefore,
the main source of information for this area of analysis is
the actual documents handled by the institution (types
or collections of documents produced in the course of a
particular activity).

24
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2.2 Document classification
Definition of document classification
Document classification is the basic operational process for
designing the set of document management procedures or
strategies in an institution, the result of which offers essential
added value for planning and determining numerous subsequent
procedures, such as establishing document retention periods, information access methodology, or the possibilities of information
and document retrieval from the document repository.

Description of the good practice
According to the main technical and regulatory references on
document management, it is considered good practice for institutions to develop a document classification chart that reflects all
the institution’s activities and supports all document management
processes.
The classification chart is the fundamental tool for the regular
functioning of any institution as well as for developing any document management process.
In concrete terms, a classification chart offers an institution the
following advantages:
• It establishes linkages between different documents
managed in the institution.
• It ensures that documents are denominated in a consistent manner over time.
• It assists with information retrieval and the documents
containing that information.
• It allows security and access levels to be defined for collections of documents classified by documentary series.
• It enables levels of clearance to be granted to individuals.

Application Guide for the Inter-American Model Law on Document Management
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• It distributes responsibility for management of document
groupings.
• It distributes documents for the effective performance of
the institution’s work.
• It facilitates establishing appropriate time frames and
measures for the appraisal (retention or elimination) of
each document.

structure is kept up to date and reflects any alterations that may
occur in its functions or activities.

The classification chart should be based on the functions or activities that are carried out in the institution. A functions-based classification system can provide a systematic and effective framework
for document management. A functions examination performed
during the preliminary analysis of the institution will yield knowledge about all the institution’s activities and situate them in the
context of the objectives and strategies set by management.

b. The second level reflects the activities that make up the
function.

The classification chart is a tool that reflects the functions, activities, and operations of an institution. It can be used to develop
other tools of critical importance for other document and archive
management processes in an institution (thesauri, indexing rules,
series catalogues, access and appraisal tables, document elimination and retention, etc.)
Recommendations
1. A classification chart can reflect the simplicity or complexity
of any institution. Therefore, the preliminary analysis first done of
the institution must be as thorough as possible in order to gain as
much knowledge as possible about the activities and documents
being handled.

26

4. The classification chart should be structured hierarchically as
follows:
a. The first level reflects the function.

c. The third level reflects the groups of operations or procedures that go into each activity.
More levels may be included depending on the complexity of the
institution’s functions. The degree of precision of the classification
chart must be determined by the institution that it represents and
reflect the complexity of each of the functions carried out in it.
5. Those responsible for developing the classification chart can
confirm if their tool is functioning properly by checking that it
meets the following parameters:
a. The chart uses the denominations that appear in its functions and activities structure, not those of the units that make
up the institution.
b. The chart is pertinent to the institution and seeks coherent
linkage between the various units that share information
and document groupings based on the way in which its
functions interrelate.

2. The classification chart should be designed in partnership with
those who create and manage the documents, since it is they who
are most familiar with the day-to-day workings of their respective
procedures.

c. The hierarchical structure of the classification chart goes
from the broadest to the narrowest concept; in other words,
from the high-level functions of the institution to the most
specific operations or actions.

3. The classification chart should be reviewed regularly to take
account of the institution’s changing needs, thus ensuring that its

d. The terms used in the chart are unambiguous and reflect
the daily practice of the institution.

Organization of American States
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e. The chart is composed of a sufficient number of groupings
that contemplate all the functions that generate or manage
documents.

2.3 Document description
Definition of document description
Document description is an essential function not only in the
processing of archival information that facilitates access to archives and information about documents by means of descriptive
instruments, but also for understanding the context and content
of documents, their provenance, the functions that they reflect,
the matters that they concern, their characteristics, and volume.

Description of the good practice
Archival description is directly linked to the prior processes of
analysis and classification, since information can only be described
if it is properly organized. Moreover, the mere fact that an archive
is well organized does not, in itself, guarantee that the information
it contains can be accessed and consulted. For that, its contents
need to be described.

Recommendations
1. Archive documents must be represented in a comprehensible
way that provides information about the context of their creation,
institution, and contents.
2. One of the primary aims of implementing the technical function
of description is to facilitate access to documents.
3. Correct description of the information contained in documents will make it possible to verify the authenticity of the provenance of those same archive documents.
4. Before taking any steps with regard to archival description, a
diagnostic study of the situation must be carried out.
5. The government will propose steps for the design of a description policy for its institutions or system of archives.
6. An archival description plan or institutional archive systems
should be established in institutions.
7. Archival policies that apply to the whole institution or system
of archives will be adopted in accordance with the guidelines set
by the respective governing entities for archival matters.

Therefore, description is an essential requirement for other processes, such as those associated with document appraisal, archive
dissemination, and archive reference and consultation services. A
fonds cannot be properly appraised, conserved, and disseminated
if its contents, institutional provenance, and the functions that
prompted its creation and use are not known.

28
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Definition of document appraisal
Document appraisal is an archival processing phase that consists
of analyzing and determining the primary and secondary values
of document series and establishing time frames for transfer,
access, and retention or elimination, whether total or partial.

Definition of retention calendar
The retention calendar is the instrument resulting from the
appraisal of document series produced by an institution. The
calendar identifies series and types of documents, as well as
documents classed as essential; it also assigns retention time
frames and standardizes retention formats.
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3.1 Document appraisal
Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for the institution to design and
implement an appraisal system, including several processes that
go into series identification and, therefore, the activities they record and analysis of the value of documents in order to propose
their selection for permanent retention or elimination and the
relevant time frames.

4. Physical and electronic documents are equally subject to appraisal.
5. Appraisal identifies the series that contain essential information
for the institution, thus ensuring that it is properly protected, retained, and preserved; it also identifies documents that underpin
rights and duties, not only of the institution, but also of third parties.

Appraisal is an integral part of information and document management policies and systems.

6. Destruction is not an end but a means in the appraisal process;
the aim is not to eliminate simply to reduce the volume of documents, but to get rid of what is pointless to preserve for posterity.

All appraisal systems should rest on three pillars: first, it must be
governed by a regulatory law; second, it must be under the direction of an authority with vested powers and responsibilities; third,
it must produce and apply decisions, which are normally reflected
in what are generally known as appraisal calendars.

7. It is necessary to ensure the long-term retention of documents
that will help in the future to explain how a society or an entity
involved from various standpoints (social, political, economic,
technological, etc.).

Recommendations

8. An appraisal procedure must be established that determines
the point in a document’s lifespan at which it may be consulted
by persons, and in what circumstances and conditions, always
in accordance with the law, particularly the provisions that deal
specifically with access to public information.

1. The organization’s management must approve the appraisal
standards. Irregular destruction of documents can give rise to
severe financial penalties in some cases and in some countries
liability to criminal prosecution. It is essential for the institution to
have rules on the approval of retention time frames for its documents and regularized destruction systems.

9. All appraisal systems should rest on three pillars: first, it must be
governed by regulatory standards; second, it must be under the
direction of an authority with vested powers and responsibilities;
third, it must produce and apply decisions, which are normally
reflected in what are generally known as retention calendars or
document retention tables.

2. The subject of appraisal per se are document series, understood
as the collection of individual or compound documents produced
by an institution that reflects one or more activities or processes
carried out in exercise of its competencies. Single document units
or general archives or fonds are not appraised.

10. Once responsibility for elimination has been created, specific
bodies or entities—e.g., an institutional appraisal committee—
should be established in the institution to sanction, control, and
quantify appraisal. To that end, criteria and procedures must be
established for exercising that responsibility in the institution.

This section groups together the good practices that will enable
this procedure to be optimized.

32

3. Administrative documents and their production contexts are
subject to appraisal because the aim is to discern not only administrative uselessness, but their permanence as a record and memory.
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11. Responsibility for the document appraisal process should be
shared by administrative managers, document managers, archivists, lawyers, and users.

b. Information to be filled out by the appraisal committee
after its meeting to adopt the appraisal decision. It includes
the following:

12. It is essential to document all operations deriving from appraisal. Thus, the appraisal and elimination process will be situated
within a transparent and reliable framework, be aligned with the
quality assurance systems, and integrate the archive in the institution’s management systems.

• Appraisal decision
• Decision on access
• Decision on standardization of administrative procedure,
as appropriate
• Comments

13. The document series appraisal form is intended to provide the
body or committee that sanctions and controls appraisal with as
much information as possible, so that they can weigh the value
of the documents in the document series under appraisal.

c. Data for the document series appraisal file or certificate. It
includes:

14. At a minimum, the retention calendar should include the
following elements:
a. The document series data. They are filled out by the Archive and include the following information:
• Series denomination, producing unit, purpose of administrative management
• series length in years
• type of medium
• series volume
• documents in the series
• organization
• legislation and regulation
• administrative procedure
• series location
• antecedent or related series
• Summary documents and duplicates
• Proposed appraisal
• Proposed user access
• Proposed decision and comments
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•
•
•
•

Decision number
Approval meeting
Date of decision
Signatures of those responsible

15. The appraisal should not wait for the documents to enter the
archive but should be done in advance, even before the documents are produced. By streamlining their production and use,
procedures can be standardized and the production of useless
documents avoided, while decisions can also be taken on control
and regulation of access.
16. Incorporating the appraisal criteria in the electronic document
design, redesign, or production phase is essential. Therefore, it is
vital to involve the information providers or document producers.

3.2 Document transfer
Definition of document transfer
Document transfer is the usual procedure for entering material
in an archive by transferring fractions of documents series once
they have reached the time limit set by the rules established in
the appraisal for each stage of the lifespan of documents.
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Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for institutions to design and implement a transfer procedure for archive documents based on
the results of the appraisal phase, taking into account the main
activities of the process, regardless of the document format.
Recommendations
1. Once the time limit set for retention in document-producing
units has been reached, documents must be transferred to the
archive in order to reduce the space that offices use for document
retention and to improve effectiveness in the management of
infrequently used documents, even if they still retain their administrative value.
2. The transfer calendar is the management instrument that
governs the physical transfer of documents to the storage areas
managed by the archive. Under that calendar, each unit is assigned
a deadline for transferring documents.
3. The document retention period in producing units is set by
the appraisal committee or another competent body, based on
an analysis of each document series and the relevant standards.
4. Usually, the annual transfer date is established by mutual
agreement between the person with that responsibility in each
unit and the person in charge of the archive, so that the transfer
operation interferes as little as possible with the normal activities
of the office producing the documents.
5. All document transfers are to be accompanied by a delivery
list or form which should provide the necessary information about
the documents being transferred.
6. The delivery list should describe the contents of the documents in an identifiable, thorough, and relevant way, otherwise
it will not be possible to monitor whether or not a specific file has
been transferred or allow efficient retrieval of documents.
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7. The receiving archive will compare or check the data contained in the delivery list in order to verify that the information
shown matches the documents being received, since from that
point forward the archive becomes responsible for them. Once
verified, the data to be filled out by the archive is included and
the list is signed, which is understood as approval by the person
in charge of the archive.
8. The delivery list or transfer form is drawn up in triplicate, with
one of the copies returned to the unit or sending archive and
the receiving archive keeping the other two: one in the general
admissions register and the other in the sending units register.
9. Transfers are also made in electronic management systems
(though no physical document transfers occur) and involve a series
of fundamental changes:
a. The entry of documents in the archive entails a change
of responsibility, which transfers from the manager to the
archivist.
b. Following the moment of transfer, the policies on access,
migration, and retention and destruction will apply in accordance with the instructions of the competent appraisal
committee.
10. When electronic documents are transferred from one document management system to another, provision must be made
for the following:
a. Format compatibility
b. Medium compatibility
11. Electronic document metadata must be transferred along with
the document in order to enable its identification, authenticity,
and any retention procedures that may be necessary in the future.
12. Electronic documents are entered in the archive together
with their metadata and the appropriate signatures. The archive
Application Guide for the Inter-American Model Law on Document Management
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may add a stamp or signature as a guarantee of the integrity and
authenticity of the document throughout its lifetime, which could
do away with the task of maintaining the signature verification
system.

probative sense or in terms of establishing or extinguishing rights,
and have neither developed significant historical or testimonial
value nor are expected to do so.

13. Aside from metadata and the appropriate signatures, the
documents should be accompanied by other supplementary
documents, such as:

Recommendations

a. Indications as to procedures for use and access privileges
b. Indications as to procedures for prevention, correction,
and discovery of information losses or changes thereto
c. Indications as to retention procedures in relation to media
deterioration and technological obsolescence.

3.3 Document elimination
Definition of document elimination
Document elimination is the process by which documents are
destroyed or computer systems are decommissioned or wiped,
once their value (administrative, legal, informational, historic,
testimonial) has been analyzed and found to be worthless for
all intents and purposes.
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1. Document series or units should only be physically destroyed
once they have completely lost their value and administrative
utility and have no historical worth that might warrant their permanent conservation; it should only be done on the basis of a
regulated and authorized elimination process.
2. Physical destruction should be done by the body responsible
at the archive or public office where they are located, using any
method that ensures the impossibility of their reconstruction and
subsequent use, or recovery of any of the information they contain.
3. Documents that contain private or secret information must be
eliminated according to a procedure that guarantees the preservation of their information and the impossibility of recomposition.
4. Strip-cut or cross-cut shredding is the most appropriate
method for eliminating paper documents. The paper is turned
into strips or particles, whose size is chosen according to the
level of protection required for the information contained in the
documents to be destroyed.
5. Electronic documents have specific characteristics that must
be taken into account when eliminating them:

Description of the good practice

a. They are stored in storage media with a specific format

It is considered good practice for institutions to design and implement a process for elimination of document series and units as
part of the archival procedure that identifies documents that are
to be destroyed in accordance with the time frames established in
the appraisal phase. Document series or units are always physically
destroyed when they cease to have value in an administrative or

b. The information contents are independent of the medium
and format

Organization of American States

c. The media can usually be reused
d. Their lifespan is short compared with a paper medium
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e. The destruction procedures should take account of the
characteristics of the media best suited for the conservation
of electronic documents

c. A certificate of destruction of the documents should be
required that formally states that the information no longer
exists, as well as where, when, and how it was destroyed.

f. There may be multiple copies of documents that are not
always tracked

11. The place or containers used to store documents to be eliminated require effective security measures against possible external
intrusion. They should not be left exposed outside buildings. They
should also not be piled up in places where people walk by or on
open premises.

6. Bearing in mind the characteristics of electronic documents, it
is recommendable to use wiping (understood as the procedure for
eliminating data or files from a medium or set of media, allowing
its reuse) and destruction (understood as the physical destruction
of a storage medium containing electronic documents).
7. Suitable wiping techniques must be identified for each medium (optical, magnetic, external memories, etc.) and type of information, and a record kept of the wiping procedures carried out.

12. The elimination process should always be documented in a
record of elimination.
13. Once the authorization obtained becomes enforceable, the
body responsible for the custody of documents will open an
elimination file for the documents or document series concerned.

8. Documents marked for destruction should be protected
against any possible external intrusion until they are destroyed.
9. All document handling and transportation operations during
the transfer and up to the moment of destruction must be done by
authorized and identifiable personnel. The transportation should
be used exclusively for documents to be eliminated and travel
directly to the place where they will be destroyed.
10. Hiring a company specializing in document destruction
services may be an advisable option, depending on the volume
of documents and the technical means required. In such cases,
particular care should be taken with the destruction process:
a. A representative of the person responsible for the documents should be required to witness their destruction and
verify the conditions in which it is done as well as the results.
b. It must be guaranteed that the documents are destroyed
at their facilities using their own means, without any subcontracting that would entail the documents being handled
by other companies without the knowledge of the person
responsible for the documents.
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4.1 Access to public documents
Definition of access to public information
Access to public information is the fundamental right of persons
to consult information in the possession, custody, or control of
any obligated entity, having been produced or received by public
authorities in the exercise of their functions and that is not subject
to the exceptions regime. Where that information is recorded in
document form, the right of access to public documents is also
recognized and applies to all archived information in any format
or medium.
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This section looks at good practices in relation to access, one of the
most important archival functions. The subject is examined from
three perspectives: policy on access to public documents, reuse of
information in the public sphere, and active citizen participation.
Implementing these good practices will ensure transparency and
access to public information.
Description of the good practice
Access to public documents is one of the main challenges facing
public institutions in general, and archival institutions in particular.
That is because it involves the realization of a human right that
is recognized in international treaties as well as in many of our
countries’ constitutions and laws. Consequently, guaranteeing
that right is an obligation for public administrations, as one of the
main instruments for ensuring transparency, accountability and,
therefore, open government. Accordingly, it is generally considered that document and archive management policies should, in
turn, include a policy on access to public documents.
Recommendations
1. International best practice recommends the adoption at the
highest decision-making level of a policy on access to public
documents and an implementation guide to that end that is
consistent with the legal framework in force.
2. At a minimum, the document setting out that policy should
contain:
a. A declaration of principles by the institution on access to
public documents and a list of commitments to that end. The
declaration of principles and commitments should clearly
recognize people’s right of access to public documents in the
broadest possible terms, on an equal and impartial footing,
including the possibility of challenging denials of access.
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b. Clear information about existing restrictions, their reasons,
and their basis (legal and regulatory standards, judicial decisions, internal policies and rules of procedure, agreements
with document donors or depositors)
c. Clear information on the necessary administrative procedure, as applicable, for requesting access: competent
authority, time limits on decisions, established challenges
regime, application form.
d. Definition of a series of indicators on exercise of the right of
access for periodic evaluation of compliance with the policy.
3. It is recommended that compliance with the policy be periodically evaluated (at least annually), that mechanisms be introduced
for correcting shortcomings or making improvements to the
policy, and that a series of indicators be used for that evaluation.
4. The document containing the access policy should be disseminated as broadly as possible, periodically updated, and available
on the institution’s website.
5. The access policy implementation guide should set out the
necessary technical and administrative processes for performance
of the legal obligations and commitments specified in the policy
and describe how responsibilities and duties with regard to access
are distributed.
6. It is recommended that the institution’s declaration of principles on access to public documents endorse or be based on
the Principles of Access to Archives adopted by the International
Council on Archives at its General Assembly on August 24, 2012;
on international standards and good practice; and on the ethical
principles relating to access contained in the professional code
of ethics.
7. As one of those principles, victims of serious crimes under
international law should be guaranteed access to archives and
documents containing the evidence they need to uphold their
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rights and document violations of those rights, including when
the documents or archives concerned are not accessible for the
general public.
8. The ICA Technical Guidance on Managing Archives with Restrictions (2014) contains a number of recommendations based
on internationally recognized practices for implementing the
necessary restrictions on access in order to safeguard other rights
and legal interests that warrant protection under legal and regulatory standards.

1. It is considered good practice for this process to be based on
a prior analysis of the institution’s legal framework (centering on
general principles with regard to rights, conditions and restrictions
on access under the legal framework in which the institution operates, as well as provisions contained in specific laws on privacy,
information security, the right of access, and archives); an analysis
of the institution’s activities; and an assessment of the risks arising
from access and use of documents and systems.

4.2 Analysis of legal access to documents

2. The process may be carried out as a standalone review or as
part of the analysis and appraisal processes, whether in advance,
during the creation phase, or on accumulated fonds.

Definition of legal access
Legally accessible documents are archive documents that may
be consulted under laws in force.

Description of the good practice
The analysis of legal and regulatory access is the technical process
concerned with identifying categories of content in each documentary series that may be subject to restriction on the basis of a
provision of law, as well as with determining statutory time limits
on access that might be applicable, as appropriate, under those
provisions; appropriate security measures for guaranteeing secrecy
where the law so requires; and possible means for facilitating full
or partial access to documents when necessary to comply with a
legal provision. The findings of the analysis, contained in various
system instruments (in particular, the access and security table)
inform, together with the appropriate user permissions, the relevant access controls and decision-making processes in relation
to access.
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3. It is recommended that structured forms be used, so that the
data to be analyzed are gathered in a standardized way.
4. If possible, the contents of the analysis on legal and regulatory access to document series should be disseminated for the
information of the professional community and potential users.
5. It is also considered good practice for those communities to
establish communication and participation mechanisms, either
during the execution or validation of this process, or after the fact,
for review. Such mechanisms can be either formal (e.g., through
appraisal committees) or informal (web-based public forums).
6. It is considered good practice to develop access and security
charts or tables. An access and security table is a formal instrument for identifying rights of access and the restrictions regime
that applies to documents. The table amounts to a classification
of document categories according to their access restrictions and
security conditions.
7. The results of the analysis may also be included in other system
instruments, such as series analysis and appraisal studies (especially when the accessibility analysis is done in tandem with that
process), retention calendars (which would, thus, be understood as
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retention and access calendars), and archival description systems.
In that connection, international archival description standards
contemplate elements designed for reporting on the accessibility
of archived documents and their groupings.
8. Both the list of different protection categories and the measures associated with them are dynamic elements that vary as
factors of how they are regarded socially, legal and regulatory
changes, advances in their definition by legal doctrine, administrative precedents, and case law. Through continuous monitoring
of those aspects, the various instruments containing the results
of the analysis of legal access and the attendant controls can be
updated, thereby ensuring the archive’s optimal compliance with
statutory obligations and ethical commitments.
9. In certain legal contexts, the analysis will facilitate decisions
in administrative proceedings on access to public information by
providing the competent authority with necessary decision-making criteria to that end.
10. It is considered good practice to use this analysis to identify
and propose improvements in the design of documents, so that
they do not incorporate more protection-prone data than is
necessary to adequately document the activity or process that
they record.

4.3 Management of document access
requests
Description of the good practice
The rules governing access to public information and archives will
be implemented through regulated procedures. The good practices that we gathered refer to the technical process of managing
requests, rather than to the administrative procedure.
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Recommendations
1. The institution should provide reference information on its
documents—including those subject to any type of restriction—
and the procedure for requesting access to them. The document
access policy should be publicly disseminated, available to users
at all times, and compatible with the laws in force.
2. Direct access, without the need for any kind of procedural
formalities, should be provided to documents in series classified
as unrestricted on the basis of the accessibility analysis process; it
should also be provided to internal users or those legally authorized
to access restricted documents. The foregoing is without prejudice
to appropriate access and security controls.
3. It is good practice to make standard access request forms
available to the public.
4. Users should also be afforded the necessary assistance for filling out requests, in accordance with the contents and formalities
required by the applicable rules.
5. When the request concerns documents that are not in the
possession of the institution, it should be forwarded to the relevant
institution. The obligated entity that received the request should
notify the applicant that their request has been forwarded to another obligated entity to handle [Model Law, Art. 25 (2)]. When that
is not possible, the user will be offered the necessary guidance to
enable them to satisfy their need for information.
6. All requests shall be answered in writing at the earliest opportunity and within legally established time limits, even those that
are refused under the laws in force. Responses granting access shall
describe the manner and conditions in which said access will be
provided. Responses denying access must be supported by the
exceptions regime, clearly inform the applicant of the reasons why
the volume of material is considered reserved, provide a specific
description of the provisions of the Law establishing that reservation, advise them of their right to appeal, and provide them with
such other information as that Law may require.
Application Guide for the Inter-American Model Law on Document Management
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7. It is recommended that a requests log or system, preferably
automated, be used to control the necessary workflow for access to
public documents, document the processes conducted in handling
requests, including the decisions adopted, and offer quantitative
data on request management. Such an obligation is consistent with
the provisions contained in the Model Law.
8. It is considered good practice to involve document and archive
management professionals in decision-making on access. Particularly, in order to advise the authority in charge of making decisions
on access about the contents of requested documents and possible
grounds for restriction.
9. Where possible, technical reports issued on the accessibility of
requested documents should be based on the accessibility analyses
of the document series concerned. At a minimum, the report should
contain the following:
a. A mention of the data contained in the document or documents that may be subject to protection under current law.
b. Specific conditions for access to those data when they are
covered by a statute and objective criteria that might qualify
the decision of the competent authority. In particular, attention should be drawn to those cases in which the information
subject to protection is manifestly public (because it is legally
subject to active disclosure or has become general knowledge by other means) or no longer requires such protection
(because the statutory time limits have run or the protected
interest has ceased to exist).
c. The possibility of, and proposals for, dissociating information,
depersonalizing it, or providing partial access to it without
distorting it or rendering it meaningless.
10. Following the dissociation of private data or of data that are otherwise subject to protection, responses to access requests should be
published, in particular those that offer criteria for interpreting future
requests concerning documents with similar or equivalent contents.
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11. Statistics on access to public documents should be published
periodically (at least annually). In particular, the following should
be disseminated for each specific period:
a. Number of access requests received.
b. Number of access requests answered in a timely/tardy
manner.
c. Number of requests with a response pending.
d. Number of requests denied; principal reasons for denial;
specific sections of the law invoked for denying information
(in whole or in part), frequency of invocation.
e. Appeals lodged against refusals to release information.
f. Application fees charged.
g. Any other information required by law.

4.4 Access restrictions and control
Definition of access restriction
Access restriction is the exclusion of certain information from
the general regime on unrestricted access, based on a clear and
precise regime of legally established exceptions to protect public
and private interests (national security, privacy, etc.) Under such
laws, access to documents containing information subject to
restriction is limited—usually for a specific period of time—to
certain authorized persons, except where partial access may
be offered.
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Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice, in relation to document and archive management systems, for public institutions to implement
the necessary security measures and access controls to prevent,
in accordance with the rights and legal restrictions in force, unauthorized access to confidential information. That includes the
necessary measures to provide, where possible, partial access to
documents or to conceal certain data, and to inform users of that
circumstance when the law so requires.
Recommendations
1. The security measures and controls on document access should
be established in accordance with the law, applicable technology,
and, in particular, the institution’s information security policy.
2. One of the main access control instruments recommended is a
user permissions register: The register categorizes users according
to their access rights: Its development consists of:
a. Identifying the access needs of the institution’s various
operational areas.
b. Identifying different user profiles.
c. Identifying users with access to specific document groups.
d. Assigning user profiles to both internal and external users
3. Controlling access to documents consists of applying to
each document the access conditions appropriate to their class,
as defined in the access and security table. It also consists of
allowing each user to access and use documents according to
those conditions and the permissions assigned to them in the
user permissions register.
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4. All document and archive management system users must
show some kind of identification and provide certain minimum
personal and contact data in order to access documents. Where
access relates to restricted documents, other types of credential
sufficient to demonstrate access clearance may be required.
5. The necessary measures should be established to control
physical access to premises where documents—particularly restricted ones—or the equipment and systems used to store them
are located, in order to prevent unauthorized entry.
a. In the case of documents on traditional media, the above
may entail placing restricted documents in locations separate
from the rest of the storage area or even in special security
furniture.
b. Electronic documents may require the installation of security firewalls and separate physical storage devices or spaces.
6. The implementation of document tracing mechanisms is
recommended; i.e., a system to monitor their access, use, or handling through the creation, incorporation, and conservation of
information on such processes.
a. The institution should keep a document access log, especially for restricted documents.
b. In electronic information systems, that entails introducing
audit trails to record users’ activities in connection with documents and/or the management system itself.
7. The necessary mechanisms should be set up to allow partial
access to documents or conceal certain data, with users advised
in advance of that fact. The following procedures may be used:
a. Data masking: This consists of generating a copy of a
document on which confidential or restricted data have
been concealed.
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b. Depersonalization or anonymization: This consists of
producing of a new version of a document in which data
that would allow certain persons to be identified have been
concealed.
c. Partial access to files: The withdrawal or temporary concealment of certain restricted documents in order to permit
access to the rest, with the user informed of the documents
that have been excluded; the specific reasons for their exclusion; a reasonable estimate of the volume of material that
is confidential; the specific legal provisions supporting that
confidentiality, and any other information required by law.

4.5 Minimum security measures for
documents containing personal data
Definition of personal data
Personal data means any numeric, alphabetic, graphic, photographic, acoustic or any kind of data or information relating to
an identified or identifiable natural person, whose identity can be
determined by an identification number or one or more factors
specific to the physical, physiological, mental, economic, cultural,
or social identity of that natural person.

Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for public institutions to implement measures to prevent disclosure of sensitive personal data,
as well as to take steps to avert security risks. In that connection,
public authorities should adopt measures to protect the security
of personal data and prevent their unauthorized alteration, loss,
transmission, or access.
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Recommendations
1. The archiving of media or documents should be done in such
a way as to ensure the correct conservation of documents, the
location and consultation of information, and the exercise of the
right of access.
2. Obligated entities should assign one or more security officers
responsibility for coordinating and controlling the application of
security measures.
3. Concerning personnel duties and obligations:
a. The duties and obligations of each user or user profile with
access to such files is clearly defined and documented by
the institution, with reasoned cause provided for their need
to access those documents.
b. The security officer should adopt the necessary measures
so that staff can easily familiarize themselves with the security
rules that apply to the performance of their duties, as well
as the consequences to which they could be liable in the
event of a breach.
4. Concerning the copying or reproduction of documents containing personal data:
a. The copying or reproduction of documents containing
personal data should only be done under the supervision
of personnel authorized by the security officer.
b. All discarded copies or reproductions should be securely
destroyed to prevent access to the information they contain
or its subsequent recovery.
c. In the case of documents containing personal data on
electronic media, a backup copy of the data and the procedures for their recovery should be kept at a different location
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to that of the computers used to process them, and in all
cases the security measures guaranteeing the integrity and
recovery of the information should be complied with.
5. Concerning access to documentation:
a. Access to documentation should be limited to exclusively
to authorized personnel.
b. Each authorized person who requests access to documentation containing personal data should be correctly
identified.
c. A user register should be established that logs their access and identifies which authorized person has accessed
documentation containing personal data, and on what date.
d. If the loan of documentation is requested, the date set
for the documentation’s return should be logged. Once the
return date is reached, the officer designated for that purpose
should require the user to return it and make a record of any
incident in the access log.
e. Only duly authorized personnel should be able to grant,
alter, or void authorized access to resources, and should do so
in accordance with the criteria established by the institution.
f. Personnel from outside the institution who access resources should be subject to the same security conditions and
obligations as the institution’s personnel.
6. Procedures should be implemented to ensure the integrity
of documentation by means of a document index or sequential
numbering of its pages.
7. A security document should be drawn up that sets out measures, standards, and procedures of conduct

a. The security officer should draw up a security document
that sets out mandatory technical and organizational measures for all personnel with access to information containing
personal data.
b. At a minimum, the document should contain the following:
• Scope of application, specifying in detail the protected
resources
• Measures, standards, and procedures of conduct, as well
as rules for ensuring security
• Staff duties and obligations in relation to document
access
• Description of the information access procedure
• Description of information systems, as appropriate
• Incident notification, management, and response procedure
• Identification of the security officer
• Periodic controls to verify compliance with the document’s provisions
c. When data are processed on behalf of third parties, the
security document should identify the processing carried
out and include an express reference to the contract or
document governing the conditions of the commission,
the identity of the person responsible, and the duration of
the commission.
d. The security document should be kept current at all times
and be revised whenever there are significant changes in
the processing system used. In all cases, a change should
be considered significant when it could potentially impact
compliance with the security measures in place.
e. The contents of the security document should be kept
consistent at all times with the provisions in force on security
of personal data security.

8. Concerning management of the security document:
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f. The various user profiles authorized to access documents
containing personal data should be informed, at a minimum,
with the security measures that they should apply and with
the duties and obligations to which they are subject.
9. In managing electronic documents containing personal
data and matters relating to computer security, plans should be
adopted for dealing with threats and technology changes.
10. Concerning user identification and authentication in relation
to electronic documents:
a. The institution, person in charge of information systems
containing personal data should adopt appropriate measures
to ensure correct user identification and authentication.
b. The institution should establish a mechanism that unequivocally and individually identifies all users who attempt
to access the information system and verifies their clearance.
c. For password-based authentication mechanisms, there
should be an assignment, distribution, and storage procedure that ensures password confidentiality and integrity.
Passwords should be changed at regular, set intervals and,
while valid, should be stored in an unintelligible form.
d. The institution should establish a mechanism that limits
the number of repeated unsuccessful attempts to access
the information system.
11. Data transmission involving documentation containing
personal data over public or wireless electronic communication
networks should be done using encryption or another mechanism
that ensures that the information is not intelligible and cannot be
manipulated by third parties.
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4.6 Exercise of the rights of access,
rectification, cancellation, and objection
of personal data
Definition of ARCO rights
The so-called ARCO rights (access, rectification, cancellation,
objection) are the measures that physical persons can take to
exercise control over their personal data.

Description of the good practice
Given the existence of documents containing people’s sensitive
personal data and the right to have one’s confidentiality respected,
institutions are responsible for adopting suitable procedures for
receiving and responding to requests for access, rectification, and
cancellation of personal data, as well as for seeking to ensure that
such data are accurate and up-to-date.
In such situations, the owners of personal data or their accredited
representatives are entitled to request institutions for the information contained in documents about them, be informed about the
purpose for which that information has been gathered, directly
consult the documents containing their data, and demand the
rectification, update, nondisclosure, or cancellation of the information that concerns them.
Recommendations
1. Concerning management of the right to information:
a. Users from whom personal data are requested for inclusion in their files should be expressly advised in advance of
the following in a precise and unambiguous way:
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• The existence of processing of personal data, the purpose for gathering those data, and the recipients of the
information.
• If their responses to the questions they are asked are
compulsory or optional.
• The consequences of obtaining the data or of the refusal
to supply them.
• The possibility of exercising the rights of access, rectification, and cancellation.1
• The identity and address of the person responsible for
processing the data, or of their representative, as applicable.
b. The information referred to in the section above should
be included in a clearly legible way in questionnaires and
other forms used to gather personal data.
2. Concerning management of the right of access to one’s own
files:
a. In this context, the right of access means the right of users
to obtain information about whether their personal data are
being processed, which entitles the applicant to directly
consult the documents contained in their files or to be given
a copy of the totality of such files or part thereof.
b. The cost of reproduction and copying the requested
documents shall be borne by the applicant, in accordance
with the law.
c. If magnetic or electronic copies can be made available
and the interested party provides a storage medium for the
information, reproduction should be free of charge.

d. Under the right of access, the user is entitled to obtain
from the person responsible for processing information
about specific data or about the entirety of their data submitted for processing.
3. Concerning the right to rectification of personal data:
a. The right to rectification entitles the user to have any
inaccurate or incomplete data in their files changed.
b. The rectification request should state which data is to be
rectified and how it is to be corrected, and should be accompanied by documentation justifying the request.
4. Concerning the right to cancellation of personal data:
a. The right to cancellation is the right to erasure of any
inappropriate or excessive data.
b. The cancellation request should state which data is to be
canceled and be accompanied by documentation justifying
the request, as appropriate.
c. Decisions on data cancellation requests are taken by the
staff who enter the data in the files.
5. The rights of access, rectification, and cancellation are personal and exercised by the bearers of those rights or their representatives; in the case of the latter, their status as such must be
accredited.
6. If, when invoking the right with the institution, the user receives no reply, they may resort to the internal and external appeal
procedures provided by law.

1 It was considered appropriate in the context of this draft model law not
to mention the right of objection, as it does not arise in the context of public
administrations.
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4.7 Information security
Definition of information security
Information security is the preservation of the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of information, which may also involve
other properties, such as authenticity, traceability, non-repudiation, and reliability.

Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice in the context of electronic administration to create the necessary conditions for confidence in the use
of electronic media by means of measures to ensure the security
of systems, data, communications, and electronic services, so that
persons and public administrations can exercise rights and fulfill
duties through those media.
In this context, network and information security means the capacity of networks or information systems to withstand, with a
degree of confidence, any accidents or illicit or ill-intentioned acts
that might compromise the availability, authenticity, integrity, and
confidentiality of stored or transmitted data and of the services
that those networks and systems offer or provide access to.
Security measures should be proportional to the importance and
category of the information system to be protected.
Security measures can be divided into three groups:
• Organizational framework: The array of measures relating
to the security structure overall.
• Operational framework: The measures that protect the
operation of the system as an integral group of components with a specific purpose.
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• Protection measures: The protections for specific assets,
consistent with their nature and the quality required of
the level of security of the aspects concerned.
Recommendations
1. Legal and technical standards should be adopted so that people and public administrations can feel security and confidence
in their electronic interactions.
2. Confidence should be based on the fact that information systems will provide services and protect information in accordance
with their functional specifications, without uncontrolled modifications or interruptions, or information falling into the hands of
unauthorized persons.
3. Information security should be managed within the administration, and the security of externally accessible resources and
information assets should be maintained.
4. All staff accessing assets should:
a. Know and accept their responsibility with respect to
security.
b. Have the proper training in relation to matters of security
and responsibility.
c. Maintain professional secrecy, not divulge restricted information, and respect confidentiality.
d. Promptly report any weakness in the system through
formal channels.
5. Assets must be protected, as must infrastructure, by means
of access control mechanisms and protection against external
contingencies.
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6. Information should be protected against unwanted modifications by means of mechanisms to ensure its integrity.
7. A plan of action should be developed to minimize the effects
of a catastrophe, in order to protect the integrity, availability, and
preservation of information.
8. The risks and impacts associated with the absence of continuity of information systems should be evaluated, regulations on
security standards adhered to, and audits performed.
9. Infrastructure should be used in a secure manner, with its
status monitored and any incidents reported; routines should be
established for monitoring registration of incidents and failures.
10. Any system should consider the security requirements of
documents for their entire lifespan.
11. A continuous improvement process should be established
for incident management.

4.8 Reuse of information
Definition of reuse of public information
Reuse of public information means the use by third parties (natural or legal persons) of public information for commercial ends
or otherwise, where such use is not an administrative activity.

Description of the good practice
The reuse of public information is the use by natural or legal
persons of information generated by public-sector agencies or in
their custody for purposes other than those originally intended,
whether for profit or not.
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The reuse of such information offers significant economic potential
and added value, as it facilitates the development and creation
of new products, services, and markets. The reuse of public information can be done by administrations other than the ones
that generated the information or by individuals and enterprises.
Furthermore, by making public information available, public administrations increase administrative transparency, strengthen
democratic values and the right to information, and enable citizen
participation in public policies.
Recommendations
1. Create a consistent legal framework with an objective and
subjective sphere of application, as well as all the rules of development that may be necessary to enable public information to be
reused and made available to any natural or legal person, whether
private or public.
2. Harmonize the provisions of public administrations on the reuse
of information with the general regulatory framework on access
to information.
3. Limit the sphere of application by listing those public documents or categories of documents that are not subject to reuse
(e.g., documents and information that affect the security of the
State, documents protected by copyright or industrial property
rights, etc.) in accordance with the exceptions regime in force.
4. Where documents subject to intellectual property rights are
authorized for reuse, verify that the necessary license has been
granted and that sufficient exploitation rights are assigned by
the rights holders.
5. Design a reuse regime that guarantees full observance of the
principles that enshrine protection of personal data as a fundamental human right. Where possible, consider the dissociation
or removal of personal data that could affect the rights of third
parties, provided that that is technically and economically feasible.
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6. The conditions for reuse must be clear, just, transparent, and
nondiscriminatory, as well as consistent with the principles of free
competition and public service.
7. It would be advisable to include in the conditions for reuse
such aspects as the guarantee that documents will not be altered
or their information falsified or distorted, that the source be stated,
etc.
8. Conform to standards and good practice on competition by
limiting exclusive agreements as much as possible, reserving them
for very specific cases and exceptions.
9. Consider and design specific reuse strategies for documents
and information kept in archives, libraries, museums, and other
cultural centers.
10. Encourage documents to be made available electronically,
such as on websites, thereby stimulating the growth of the information and knowledge society.
11. Promote the use of data, open formats and pertinent metadata
associated with documents, and harmonize the provisions on reuse of public information with electronic administration processes.
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This section examines good practice relating to the processes
included in an institutional conservation and contingency management plan.

5.1 Preparation of an integrated
document conservation plan
Definition of plan
A plan is a systematic model of action prepared in advance for
directing or steering an institution’s policy.
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Definition of conservation
Conservation is the array of processes and measures designed, on
one hand, to preserve documents or prevent their possible physical
alteration, and on the other, to restore those that have been altered.

Description of the good practice
The integrated conservation plan covers three closely related
aspects: document safekeeping and control programming, authorization and inspection of storage areas, and their location
and construction.
Document preservation should be a part of every integral objective of any institution and, therefore, of its overall strategy.
Recommendations
1. The institution should have in place a conservation plan that
offers continuity and coherence over time.
2. All preventive conservation decisions adopted by the organization as part of its document management should be documented,
duly reasoned, and subsequently disseminated.
3. The institution should evaluate its needs by conducting studies
on the state of conservation of its fonds and on the environmental
situation of the facilities that will underpin the conservation plan.
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6. The institution should establish priorities with regard to preventive actions to be implemented based on criteria as to impact,
feasibility, and urgency. To that end, it will be necessary to have
an officer in charge of implementing the conservation plan, who
should appear in the organization chart and be known throughout
the institution.
7. Implementing preventive conservation is something that
concerns everyone and every activity in the institution. The active
engagement of all the institution’s staff through their awareness
of the duties that they are required to perform in line with their
training and functions is vital.
8. With respect to management and safekeeping of electronic
documents, the institution’s conservation plan should include
the necessary measures to ensure the integrity, accessibility,
confidentiality, authenticity, reliability, and identity of documents.
Those measures should be designed in partnership with an interdisciplinary team composed of information technology specialists,
document managers, and archivists.

5.2 Custody and control of facilities
Definition of custody
Custody is the legal responsibility that requires the archival institution to control and adequately conserve fonds, regardless
of their ownership.

4. In general, the institution should give priority to implementing
preventive measures as a safeguard against the need for repairs.

Description of the good practice

5. Studies on the state of conservation of the institution conducted by expert staff should cover the environment, storage, security,
access, maintenance, conservation treatments, and conservation
practices and policies.

It is considered good practice in the area of document management for the institution to take responsibility for seeing to
the conservation of its document fonds, as an indispensable
requirement both for preserving the institutional memory and
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for the availability of useful instruments for decision-making on
its business.
Recommendations
1. The institution should give close attention to the necessary
technical and environmental conditions for housing its document
fonds as a prerequisite for the choice or construction of the building where it will reside. Accordingly, it should be aware about aspects such as pollution, particularly in urban environments, given
the high concentration of combustion particulates and pollutant
gases. Other factors to consider when evaluating the risks to which
the material might be exposed will be the proximity of water or
gas conduits, as well as fuel storage facilities.
2. The institution should ensure that the architects or engineers
involved in the construction of the building that will be used as
an archive for its fonds have precise technical knowledge of the
needs involved.
3. The section on the center’s services and installations should
examine the characteristics and state of water, gas, and electricity
conduits, artificial lighting, ventilation system, heating, alarms, and
fire detection and extinguishing systems. Identification, age, and
compliance with technical norms are essential. Particular attention
should be given to the following:
a. Water and electricity conduits that pass through archive
storage areas.
b. The existence of filters in ventilation systems.
c. Regulation of the relative humidity and temperature system.
d. Renewal or recycling of contaminated air.
e. Detection of possible points of entry of contaminated air.
f. The state and functioning of burglar alarms.
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4. The archive document storage areas should:
a. Be equipped with security systems.
b. Be at a safe distance from the building’s mechanical rooms
and from any electrical installations or water pipes that pass
through them.
c. Have protected windows to protect against the harmful
effects of sunlight on documents.
d. Be fitted with a fire detection and alarm system and other
protective equipment.
e. Be permanently ventilated to reduce relative humidity and
temperature fluctuations.
5. The institution should contribute to the better preservation
of the fonds in its keeping by ensuring that it selects adequate
archive furnishings. To that end:
a. Wooden bookcases and shelves that can support less
weight, are more combustible, and are more vulnerable to
biological hazards. Noncombustible aluminum or steel fittings
without backs and with smooth, non-abrasive surfaces and
rounded edges to avoid damage to documents are preferable.
b. Shelves should be installed away from walls, short of the
ceiling, and have the bottom shelf away from the floor. This
will allow air to circulate, limit the effects of humidity, and
facilitate cleaning.
c. Passageways between shelves should have sufficient
separation between units to permit easy access and work.
6. Poor quality storage boxes and folders can adversely impact
the security of the objects that they are supposed to protect.
Therefore, the institution should ensure that the chemical composition of those elements is appropriate, thereby contributing
to the longevity of the fonds in its keeping.
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7. The institution should have an adequate solution for the
problem of preserving photographic, audiovisual, and large-format
documents by using appropriate furniture (horizontal or special)
and containers (special boxes, cases, or encapsulation).
8. Institutions that have electronic documents in that keeping
should design an electronic document management policy that
is applied from the moment the document enters the system and
extends throughout its life span by:
a. Creating electronic repositories.
b. Analyzing the risks that affect the correct conservation of
electronic documents: obsolescence, system failures, lack
of backup copies, data corruption, or unauthorized access.
c. Drawing up contingency plans to ensure the integrity,
accessibility, confidentiality, authenticity, reliability, and identity of documents. Where appropriate, corrective measures
should also be planned, such as making authentic electronic
copies with a change of format.
d. Implementing conservation mechanisms with applications that contemplate issues relating to backup copies,
replication systems, and information protection systems.

5.3 Environmental control
Definition of environmental control
In the area of document management, environmental control
means inspection, monitoring, and implementation of the
necessary measures to reduce or prevent the deterioration of
document fonds.
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Description of the good practice
Evaluating environmental parameters by means of measurement
and analysis tools followed by their comparison with the recommended appropriate values will determine whether or not measures
are needed.
Recommendations
1. Regularly recording temperature and relative humidity should
ensure the absence of fluctuations in readings. Accordingly, installing
adequate climate control systems capable of maintaining standard
conservation norms will considerably retard the deterioration of fonds.
2. The institution must protect its fonds against possible damage
resulting from improper exposure to light intensity, in accordance
with standard conservation norms.
3. The institution must protect its fonds against possible adverse
effects by contaminants in the form of gases or particles; therefore,
it should ensure air quality control in its archive storage areas.
4. The institution should consider comprehensive pest control,
which consists of using non-chemical means (climate control, food
sources, and building entry points) as an overall strategy against
infestation.
5. Chemical treatments should only be used in crisis situations
that threaten rapid damage or when insects cannot be eradicated
by more conservative methods.
6. The institution should consider that a proper archive and appropriate handling is a practical and economic way of extending
the life of the fonds in its keeping.
7. Cleaning procedures should be consistent with conservation
standards and appropriate handling techniques, which the institution should disseminate among its cleaning staff.
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8. Cleaning should be done regularly and at a frequency determined by how quickly dust and grime build up in storage areas.

5.4 Preparation of a contingency
management plan
Definition of a contingency plan
A contingency plan is an instrument whose purpose is to correct
deficiencies, take effective action in preventing disasters, and
define goals, risks, and those with responsibilities.

Description of the good practice
Designing a plan for managing contingencies at archives is a
priority recommendation for the adequate preservation and
protection of repositories. Although losses are often unavoidable,
their consequences can be reduced by having in place a plan that
attenuates risks and the damage caused to documents.
Recommendations
1. A contingency management plan can be divided into three
parts:
a. Planning: Defining objectives, needs, and resources in
order to establish protocols that are set down in a document.
b. Protection: Using all available resources to prevent or
minimize the impact.
c. Response and recovery: Protocols designed to save the
fonds from the disaster.
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2. Setting responsibilities and their adoption by the organization
are essential for establishing a contingency management plan.
The distribution of responsibilities establishes who is responsible
for planning and who is supposed to do the work of salvage and
evacuation.
3. Appointing a contingency committee serves to bring together
specialists from different disciplines (building maintenance, safety
experts, insurance adjusters, etc.). It performs an advisory role and
is responsible for implementing the plan, corrective and priority
measures, and action protocols.
4. The contingency team is the one that acts, reports, and evaluates situations in the event of risks.
5. The salvage brigade intervenes to evacuate document fonds
affected by a loss, but always after the safety experts have ensured
the environmental stability of the building affected.
6. Everyone involved in the plan should attend training courses
on document handling and rescue.
7. The contingency management plan should contain the following information:
a. The building plans, with information about essential documents, extinguishers, and evacuation routes.
b. Chains of communication to be activated in emergencies,
which should be kept current (companies, experts, etc.).
c. Staff instructions, with basic actions to carry out specific
protocols for the coordinator and teams, and fonds evacuation and relocation procedures.
d. Damage assessment and response review forms.
e. Insurance policy and information about institutional networks (experts, transportation companies, and suppliers).
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5.5 Risk assessment
Definition of risk assessment
A risk assessment is the process of comparing the estimated risk
with a preset criterion for determining its magnitude. The risk is
expressed in terms that combine the probability with the consequences of an unwanted event.

Description of the good practice

e. A review of the state of the building, installations, and
fonds.
3. That information should be materialized in a risk map that
shows the probability and seriousness of threats, thereby serving
as a guide for establishing and monitoring inspection routines.
The risk map must be kept current and enable action priorities
to be established.
4. For the purposes of emergency recovery, the institution
should be equipped with a prompt initial response, a detailed
disaster plan, trained personnel, a committed administration,
effective communication, and swift and informed decisions.

A risk assessment should be done before action protocols are
developed, since it provides information about the institution’s
real needs. Studying those needs will yield knowledge about
protection strengths and weaknesses, thus enabling actual risks
to be evaluated.
Recommendations
1. Compare the different risk values obtained in order to have an
instrument that enables the institution to determine which risks
are a priority and, therefore, warrant most attention.
2. Evaluate the institution’s risks by studying the following variables:
a. Analysis of the region’s climate and geological factors.
b. The building’s location.
c. Update the building plans, showing evacuation routes,
the electrical system, and water conduits.
d. Location of toxic products.
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This section deals with good practices relating to the services that
the Archive provides, which should be aligned with the institution’s
established information policy.

6.1 Awareness-raising
Definition of awareness-raising
Awareness-raising is the process that seeks to promote the use of
documents produced or received by institutions, enabling closer
relations with users and enhancing their recognition, presence,
and credibility as administrative and cultural management units.

Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for an archive service to raise awareness about its contents: its document fonds, document-produc-
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ing institutions and, in general, the information contained in the
documents.

• Physical exhibits can be permanent, temporary, or touring.

The purpose of awareness-raising is to inform people and society
at large about the transcendental importance of archives, their
usefulness, and the services that they provide for the benefit of
the community.

b. Guided tours, both on-site and virtual (on the archive’s
website).

Recommendations

d. Creation of a profile or page on a social media platform.

1. Involve other professionals, such as educators, graphic designers,
teachers, communicators, artists, and IT experts, among others.

e. Creation of a graphic documentation account: graphic
content on Flickr, Photobucket, and the like.

2. The educational potential of archives should be leveraged, given
the social and cultural benefits.

f. Creation of a video channel: uploads of self-produced videos or selections of third-party videos to sites like YouTube
or Vimeo.

3. It is essential to have an area and personnel that specialize in
awareness-raising.
4. Develop an awareness campaign, the goals and mission of which
are defined in line with the institution’s established information
policy.
5. Identify the types of users that the campaign will mainly target.
An awareness campaign can target any kind of user; however,
awareness-raising can be directed at specific spheres, such as
schools or universities.
6. Select and prepare the collections, exhibits, or documents, as
appropriate, that will be used in the awareness campaign.
7. Awareness-raising can take various forms, from broad-spectrum
activities that require significant spending and resources, to lowcost, simple actions. Some of those activities are:
a. Exhibits—either virtual or physical

c. Publications: Archive guide, inventories, catalogs, classification charts, studies, campaigns, thematic guides, etc.

g. Other awareness measures include educational services,
videos, open-days, pamphlets, newsletters, competitions,
and historic tourism, among others.
8. Gather statistics on numbers of visits and user satisfaction, as
well as other data that could provide important information for
the campaign’s validation and adaptation (number of followers
on social media, media impact, number of posts, etc.).

6.2 Assistance to the administration by
archive services
Definition of assistance to the administration
Assistance to the administration means the service that an institution provides to internal users in order to meet their needs
through the activities that it performs.

• Virtual exhibits are designed to be accessed over the Internet
(on the archive’s website) or via digital media (CD or DVD).
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Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for an archive to provide comprehensive assistance to the line offices of its institution as a basic
part of its regular functions.
The assistance provided to a line organization may be regarded
as one of the basic processes connected with the services that
an archive offers its internal users, in which internal users are defined as the various units that make up the institution to which
the archive belongs, as the area in charge of the safekeeping of
its documents.
Recommendations
1. The archive should keep permanently available for the administration the documents that the latter has generated and transferred to it; it should also answer any queries on background that
the administration may pose.
2. If possible, the archive should provide various types of services
to the document-producing institution:
a. Design and follow-up of document management plans.
b. Document management training for the institution’s staff.
c. Assistance to the institution in daily document management.
d. Document transfers to the archive from various administrative units.
e. Management of administrative loans of documents in the
archive’s keeping.
3. Consultation and loan processes by the document producing
administration should be regulated procedures.
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4. To avoid any serious incidents or problems with administrative
loans and the attendant responsibility changes, it is advisable that
the following recommendations be implemented:
a. Every administrative loan should be accompanied by a
specific delivery list indicating the documents that are on
temporary loan and who the person responsible for their
safekeeping will be outside of the archive.
b. Administrative loans should be the direct responsibility
of a person in the administrative unit that requests the loan.
The name of that person should be recorded on the delivery
list for the loan and they will be the point of contact in the
event of any incident.
c. To avoid the bad practice of incorporating loaned documents in new administrative processes, consideration should
be given to the volume of administrative loans at the time
of appraisal and planning of the calendars for transfers from
administrative units to the archive. The fewer the administrative loans, the more effective transfers can be.
d. Mechanisms for effective control of access and security
levels should be applied to administrative units in order
to distinguish which administrative units may access the
various documents in safekeeping, in accordance with their
level of access.

6.3 Public assistance
Definition of public assistance
Public assistance means the service that an institution provides to
external users in order to meet their needs through the activities
that it performs.
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Description
It is considered good practice for the archives of public institutions
to have in place an assistance area to act as intermediary between,
on one hand, users and, on the other, documents and archival
information, whether on-site or, in particular, virtual.
Among the main functions of archives are to inform society about
the documentary heritage held on their premises and facilitate
access to them by persons outside the institution, in line with the
criteria in place for access to such documents.
Hence the need for any archive, whatever type it may be, to have
a public assistance area that can coordinate the activities that the
archive needs to carry out for:
• Addressing requests for archival information
• Providing access to documents
• Document reproduction
Recommendations
1. The range of public assistance services offered by the archive,
as well as the rules and conditions for their access and use should
be available in writing and disseminated as widely as possible, in
particular via the institution’s website.
2. The array of services should be presented in menu form and
include a series of commitments to quality of service provision,
indicators for evaluating their fulfillment, and a mechanism for
users to register complaints and suggestions. The services menu
should also be available in writing and disseminated as widely
as possible, in particular via the institution’s website and at the
archive consulting room.
3. It is appropriate to establish a multichannel service for attending to archival information requests: in person, by telephone,
by mail (postal or electronic), or via web-based services (instant
messaging, CRM system forms, etc.).
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a. Deferred assistance to requests (by mail or online forms)
will be subject to appropriate lead times clearly indicated
on the services menu.
b. Queries submitted in person, by telephone, or via instant
messaging services should be answered immediately, where
feasible, with as long a schedule as possible for that purpose,
the times for which should be publicly advertised.
c. If possible, archival information requests should be centrally managed and the following types of data recorded:
requester’s personal and contact details; query data (date and
manner, archivist responsible, response date); data about the
subject (topic or matter, document groupings referenced);
and the content of the response to the request.
4. Other forms of interaction with users should be established,
particularly through institutional profiles on social media platforms.
5. As much access as possible should be provided, both via
computer and directly, to copies or electronically distributed
versions of documents not subject to any legal or regulatory
restrictions, in the form of digital objects available on the institution’s website, where possible, through archival description
systems or any other systems that allow information to be retrieved via search functions; in addition, the information should
be provided in context.
6. On-site access to documents should occur on suitable premises, by the appropriate means, and with sufficient technical and
administrative staff, following registration of the user and notification to them of the rules in force.
7. The archive should have a reading room with enough places
for potential on-site users. It is recommended that the reading
room be equipped with the following elements, in particular:
a. Tables and adequate lighting for reading.
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b. Devices for consulting original documents or copies (book
rests, microfilm readers, computers, etc.).
c. Points of access to archival description systems (inventories and traditional description instruments in hard copy,
computers with access to electronic information systems).
d. A reference library: encyclopedias and reference works,
legislation catalogues.

d. Participate in instruction activities for users.
e. Receive and process complaints and suggestions in relation to the service.
10. The archive should have the necessary staff and means to
provide a document reproduction service in accordance with a
set of written rules disseminated as widely as possible.

e. Sufficient electrical outlets at reading places to power electronic devices (laptop computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.).
f. Shelves to store archival units, with separate spaces for
those that have not yet been consulted or that have been
reserved for an agreed space of time, and for those that have
already been consulted and can be returned to the storage
area by archive staff.
8. Access to the reading room and the documents themselves
should be in accordance with a set of written rules disseminated
as widely as possible and notified to users. Printed copies of the
rules should be visibly available at strategic places in the room.
9. Users should have access at all times to assistance from technical staff, who, in particular, will:
a. Provide information about the services offered by the
archive, the rules and conditions governing correct access
and use of documents, the use of description instruments
and systems, copy requests, and other services provided by
the archive.
b. Conduct reference interviews so that the technician can
interpret the user’s information needs and offer them the
necessary resources to satisfy them.
c. Manage document access requests.
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This section examines good practice relating to the processes required to ensure adequate management in the context of electronic administration.

7.1 Interoperability
Definition of interoperability
The capacity of ITC systems and of the business processes they
support to exchange data and enable the exchange of information and knowledge.

Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice in the context of electronic administration to incorporate the concept of interoperability as
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a requirement to enable information systems and supported
processes to share data and allow exchange of information and
knowledge among them. This encompasses:
• Technical interoperability, which has to do with the
interconnection of computers through the agreement on
standards in order to present, gather, exchange, process,
and transport data;
• Semantic interoperability, which seeks to ensure that
the data being transported mean the same to connected
systems;
• Organizational interoperability, which seeks to organize the business processes and the institution’s internal
structure for better data exchange.
Recommendations
1. The institution should have an interoperability policy that registers the following basic principles: overall quality, multidimensional
nature, and a multilateral solutions approach.
2. Interoperability is defined as multilateral because of the need
to share, reuse, and collaborate. The degree of cooperation will
determine the success of initiatives.
3. Interoperability should have a threefold dimension: organizational, semantic, and technical. There is also a fourth dimension,
the temporal, which requires the institution to guarantee access
to information throughout the lifespan of electronic documents.
4. Organizational interoperability encourages institutions to:
a. Establish and publicize the conditions of access and use
for the services provided in their electronic administration.
b. Simplify their organizational complexity.
c. Publicly update their administrative processes and services.
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d. Publicize and update their organizational structure, in particular indicating their registry and points of public assistance.
5. Semantic interoperability requires the development and implementation of a data exchange model to be used for exchanging
information.
6. Technical interoperability requires institutions to:
a. Use open standards and make complementary use of
standards that are in general public use.
b. Be technologically neutral, ensuring a free choice of alternatives for people and avoiding any kind of technological
discrimination.
c. Publish a list of the open and complementary standards
accepted to facilitate interoperability.
d. Seek to link their infrastructure with that of other institutions,
in order to facilitate service and information interoperability.

7.2 Metadata
Definition of metadata
In the area of document management, metadata means the
data that describe the context, content, and structure of documents and their management over time.

Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice in the context of electronic administration to have adequate metadata implementation as necessary
contextual information of electronic documents and files.
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Recommendations
1. Institutions should ensure the availability and integrity of the
metadata of their electronic documents.
2. Metadata implementation in electrical documents and files
should:
a. Ensure the registration of documents’ correct contextual
information.
b. Help with the location and retrieval of documents through
the use of controlled vocabularies, value systems, and other
standardized descriptive systems.
c. Improve dissemination of information.
d. Control access to documents.

3. Electronic document management metadata should be articulated in metadata schemes that match the particular characteristics and management needs of each institution. It is advisable
to adapt an existing metadata schema so that each institution
creates its application profile.
4. The metadata schema and profile should include three categories: mandatory, complementary, and optional metadata.
5. The metadata schema should include precise descriptions of
all its elements and sub-elements.
6. The complementary metadata that the institution identifies
as necessary for its document management processes should be
incorporated in document management software.

7.3 Document digitization

e. Enable document access or transfer between institutions.
f. Enable execution of instructed actions on documents.
g. Ensure conservation of key documents.
h. Ensure preservation of information over time.

Definition of digitization
Digitization is the technical process that involves the generation
and subsequent processing of a digital image from an original
document in a non-digital format. The concept of digitization
excludes documents originally generated in a digital format.

i. Standardize descriptions.
j. Help with data migration planning and other conservation
needs.
k. Provide a benchmark for assessing document management quality.
l. Effectively integrate information about electronic documents in intellectual control systems.
m. Ultimately, ensure interoperability.
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Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice in the framework of document
management to establish minimum requirements for electronic
images resulting from digitization by standardizing basic parameters for those processes, ensuring the necessary flexibility for their
application by different public administrations, while adhering to
the premise of obtaining complete and true electronic images of
the original document.
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Recommendations
1. The digitization process should be set down in a formal procedure and imparted to the institution staff involved in document
production.
2. The digitization process should cover format standardization,
quality levels, technical conditions, and the associated metadata.
3. It should be understood that the digital components of an
electronic document resulting from a digitization process are the
electronic image, the metadata, and the electronic signature, as
appropriate.
4. The electronic image obtained through digitization should
be true to the original content, ensure its integrity, guarantee the
legibility of the electronic image obtained, adhere to the proportions of the source document, and not add any characters that
do not appear in the original.
5. Outsourcing the digitization service does not exempt the
institution from the responsibility to guarantee the integrity of
the result of that process.
6. Metadata registration in a digitization process should include not only the mandatory minimums, but also the necessary
complementary metadata that reflect aspects of the digitization
process itself.
7. If possible, the effort should be made to automate metadata
capture, assuming that the digitization mechanisms allow that
to be configured.
8. A necessary part of the digitization process is preventive maintenance and routine checks to ensure the quality of the image and
its metadata by developing a continuous quality control program
to verify output consistency.
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8.1 Staff Responsibilities and
Qualifications
Definition of job profile
A job profile is a means of compiling the necessary personnel
requirements and qualifications that an employee must have
to enable them to perform their duties satisfactorily in an institution: level of education, experience, job functions, instruction
and knowledge requirements, as well as the necessary aptitudes
and personality characteristics.
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Description of the good practice
Institutions should define the responsibilities and competencies
of all staff involved in the document management policy. The
purpose of defining responsibilities, competencies, and their
interactions is to establish and maintain an adequate document
management regime that meets the needs of all interested parties,
both internal and external. Responsibilities and competencies
should be defined based on the institution’s standardized practices or rules.
The institution should introduce a continuing education and
awareness program in relation to document management.
Training in the requirements of document management and its
practical application should include all personnel, whether internal or external, who are in charge of all or part of an activity, or
involved in the creation, maintenance, and control of documents
incorporated in document management systems.
Recommendations
1. Different categories should be established for defining the
competencies, responsibilities, duties of all staff involved in document management.
2. The institution’s executive management should assume the
highest level of responsibility in order to ensure the success of the
document management action plan by resourcing the low levels,
promoting compliance with document management procedures
at all levels of the institution, and consolidating an adequate regulatory framework.
3. It is advisable for the heads of management units or intermediate organizational groupings to be responsible for ensuring that
the personnel under their supervision generate and maintain the
documents for which they are responsible as an integral part of
their work and in accordance with established policies, procedures,
and norms.
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4. Highly qualified managers, IT technicians, and archive professionals should assume responsibility for planning and implementing at the practical and technical level the necessary procedures
and processes for correct document management and for establishing the necessary technical norms for correct administration
of the document management policy.
5. Set up multidisciplinary work teams of qualified technicians
to plan the document management policy, which will require
involving different institution personnel:
a. With specific obligations in the areas of security, design,
and systems relating to information and communication
technologies.
b. With obligations to verify and sanction fulfillment of
norms.
c. To create, receive, and maintain documents as part of their
daily work, so that it is done in accordance with established
policies, procedures, and norms.
6. If the institution’s document management plan is implemented
by external contractors, it is important to ensure that they comply
with the standards set down in the institution’s policies and the law.

8.2 Communication plan
Definition of a communication plan
A communication plan is an instrument that sets out the communication policies, strategies, resources, objectives, and actions,
whether internal or external, proposed by an institution.
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Description of the good practice
A communication plan should ensure that the procedures and
benefits of document and archive management are understood
throughout the institution. It should clearly explain the document
management guidelines and situate the procedures and processes in a context that enables all the personnel to understand the
reasons why document management is necessary.
The communication plan should articulate procedures to ensure
that the basic documents associated with the institution’s document and archive management policy are accessible to and reach
all its members and that they are aware of their importance and
significance.
Recommendations
1. The communication plan should be proactive and develop
the necessary instruments to make all the personnel aware and
engaged in fulfilling document and archive management rules;
guidelines, recommendations, good practice guides, etc. are useful
to that end.
2. The communication plan may be articulated in synergy with
certain aspects of the continuing training plan and use surveys in
areas of the institution where fulfillment of established procedures
is identified as weak.
3. Specific codes of ethics or of conduct may be developed or
adopted for archive and document management technicians,
given the importance of their competencies with regard to management and archival processing of documents in the institution.
4. The communication plan could include mechanisms for all
members of the work team to provide feedback on the management policy and its implementation, which is especially useful for
planning a review and assessment of that policy.
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5. Stimulate mindfulness in the institution’s employees at all
times and encourage them to support and achieve the objectives
of the document management policy.

8.3 Continuing education plan
Description of the good practice
It is considered good practice for public institutions to provide
training to all staff that take on any kind of responsibility in the
area of document management, and to educate both internal and
external users about archive services.
Recommendations
1. The institution should determine the level of training needed
for its staff to perform the document and archive management
processes, and should introduce the necessary education activities
to provide that training.
2. It is recommended that a staff education plan be implemented
to provide training and refresher courses in knowledge and skills
relating to document and archive management.
a. The education plan should be approved and managed
at the institution’s senior management levels and suitably
resourced.
b. It should clearly explain the document management policies and situate the procedures and processes in a context
that enables staff personnel to understand why document
management is necessary.
3. Application of the staff education plan should encompass
all personnel that take on any kind of responsibility in the area
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of document management. Having said that, the activities it
envisages should be differentiated in order to be appropriate to
specific groups or, in certain cases, individual members of staff. In
particular, the activities should target:
a. Managers.
b. Archive and document management specialists.
c. General staff responsible for creating or using documents.
d. External services companies, fellowship recipients, and
volunteers.
4. It is also recommended to have an education plan for archive
users, both internal and external.
a. It will be up to the archive’s assistance service to provide
users with a basic initial education about the correct access
and use of documents, the use of description instruments
and systems, copy requests, and other services provided by
the archive.
b. The archive’s dissemination activities should include
awareness and education about archives.
5. Staff and user education activities should cover awareness of
the importance and significance of public archives and document
management processes, the responsibilities of the actors involved,
and the rights of the public in that regard.

c. Information use.
7. If possible, appropriate educational materials for each type of
user should be made publicly available on the institution’s website.
8. Give consideration to an internal and/or external education
methodology and the instruments that it should include.
9. Provide education programs on document management rules
and practices to the institution’s staff at all levels and, where appropriate, to contractors and/or staff of other institutions involved
in such processes.
10. Use assessment procedures to contrast staff competency
levels with the objectives of the education program.
11. Periodically review the efficiency and effectiveness of training
programs through outcome reporting to encourage the necessary
changes and achieve continuous improvement.
12. Through surveys or interviews, evaluate the level of satisfaction of persons who have participated in education activities.
13. Design mechanisms for staff that have already received
training to benefit from the enhancements made to educational
activities.

6. Public institutions should promote information literacy campaigns to enhance the abilities of the public with respect to access
to archives and public documents. Particularly, in relation to:
a. Discovery and use of archival information systems.
b. Document access application procedure.
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